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Description:

House in the Woods Sampler
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY RIVERDRIFT HOUSE

In the designer's own words:
Designed using simplified geometric patterns, the individual motifs are placed to give the effect of a larger,
bigger picture. The border follows the same theme - a strong, geometric frame of repeating boxes and here I
placed a random font alphabet running clockwise for a naive patchwork finish to suit the overall folk style.

Creative Poppy says:
There is a playful air to this sampler because of the way the house is constructed out of little blocks, and the frame
out of cube-like letters, almost as if the designer was using play bricks.
Each motif or block is a single color which makes for quick and easy stitching and a yet a rewarding finished
piece.
While strictly speaking not a Christmas sampler, the dominant red and green make it an attractive piece to display
during the winter and holiday season.

Cross stitch pattern designed by Riverdrift House.
>> see more patterns by Riverdrift House
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
House in the Woods Sampler

Chart size in stitches: 167 x 167 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch
Chart: Color
Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 7

Themes: Trees, Forest, log cabin, dog, geometric, patchwork alphabet

>> see all Christmas patterns by Riverdrift House
>> see all Christmas patterns (all designers)
>> see more patterns with houses (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.
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